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FOUR
STROKE

MARINER
50 hp

YAMAHA
50 hp

SUZUKI
50 hp

HONDA
50 hp

Engine Type 4 cylinder 4 cylinder 3 cylinder 3 cylinder

Displacement 996 cc 996 cc 941 cc 808 cc

Dry Weight* 112 kg 113 kg 104 kg 98 kg
*Lightest model available. Website specification comparison. Correct as of 01/09/2014

Large Displacement Four-Cylinder Engine
n  A SOHC and long intake stroke design increases torque output 
    for better acceleration.
n  Performance with smooth quiet overall operation.

Electronic Fuel Injection EFI
n  Provides turn-key reliable starting, instant throttle response, 
    spectacular fuel economy and lower fuel system maintenance.
n  More dependable, more efficient with more power and lower cost 
    of operation.

Easy Shift Operation
n  New precision engineered shift system delivers smooth shifting for an 
    improved driving experience.
n  Comfort and reliability.

 Additional Features and Benefits

SmartCraft
Delivers information regarding 23 key engine functions from 

fuel usage, rpm & engine guardian to slow trolling rpm control 
and even hull information

Power trim / tilt Allows users to trim the unit for maximum performance / 
handling & shallow water operation

Freshwater 
flushing port

Rear mounted - flushes salt water and debris out of the engine 
extending the life of the outboard

Easy maintenance Convenient oil drain and fill location, along with an 
automotive style spin-on filter

Tiller or remote 
steering

Standard models along with Big Tiller kit option allows rigging 
for all types of boating applications

18 Amp alternator Maintains battery charge to run electronics, 
lights and other accessories

Precision shift system Delivers smooth, quiet effortless shifting

Take It Slow 
n  SmartCraft TROLL CONTROL feature allows you to set your rpm as low as 
    700 for trolling. (optional extra)

Command Thrust’s Gearcase
n  Locates propeller deeper in the water. The lower position keeps 
    the prop below turbulent water, allowing it to operate in cleaner, 
    less aerated water.

Command Thrust’s Propeller
n  Designed with 20% more surface area than competitive props for 
    greater performance.

High Output Alternator
n  18 Amps provides superior battery charging capability.

FOUR
STROKE

MARINER
60 hp Command Thrust

YAMAHA
60 hp High Thrust

HONDA
60 hp Power Thrust

Engine Type 4 cylinder 4 cylinder 3 cylinder

Displacement 996 cc 996 cc 998 cc

Dry Weight* 118 kg 119 kg 119 kg
*Website specification comparison. Correct as of 01/09/2014

Command Thrust’s Low Gear Ratio
n  The 2.33:1 ratio improves overall thrust and overall efficiency.

Why Choose Mariner


